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Pupils of the Week 

7G Ruby — For working independently in Literacy  

7J Lola — For getting in the big swimming pool 

7L Lucy —  For going in the big pool at swimming 

8J 
Alisha — For focused independent work in 
Phonics and Literacy 

8R 
Marvin — For supporting another student in 
Maths  

9A Marwa — For great participation in sports day 

Y9 
Daniel — For his amazing effort to improve 
his independence   

10R Anika — For being mature and helpful this week 

10RM 
Omar — For working hard in Art and also willing 
to learn 

11C 
Charley —  For excellent leadership skills during 
sports day 

Y11 
Zahra — For fantastic work and behaviour this 
week 

12C 
Oyin — For showing mature behaviour whilst 
working with her peers 

12L 
Chris — For making a big effort to get to school 
on time 

Y12 
Ali Ali — For supporting his peers and being a 
good friend 

13K Amy — For always being a kind classmate 

13L Harry — For working really hard on his exams 

14R 
Yacub — For completing his morning task and 
routine independently   

14S 
Alfie — For working hard on his level 1 Maths 
exam 

                     Star of the Week 

Poppy 10RM 

For communicating well with adults  

Dear parents and carers, 

 

We had a wonderful sports day last Friday. We hope you enjoy the 
photos overleaf. We’re now looking forward to STEM day next 
Thursday! Yesterday our leavers had their last day at College. 
Plans are well underway for our leavers prom on 7th July, 
Yesterday pupils enjoyed the visit form London Children’s ballet, 
Dancers performed “Anne of Green Gables” . The performers 
spoke with our pupils afterwards and shared props and costumes 
with them.  

 

Please, another reminder to return your parent survey! Letters for 
our key stage 3 parents evening on Tuesday 4th July went out this 
week.  

 

Below is a message from Evelina, our incoming Headteacher in 
September. I know that she is looking forward to joining the 
Highshore family and will bring a wealth of experience to our 
school.  

 

It will be my last meeting with the full Governing body next week. I 
want to take this opportunity to thank all Governors I’ve worked 
with over the past thirteen years. Governors give an immense 
amount of  time to our school which is often not seen by  the wider 
school family. Thank you to all of you. 

 

Next week you’ll receive an invitation to my leaving event on 14th 
July. I do hope to see you there. Kevin is planning to be with us.  

Have a lovely weekend, 

 

Eileen 

I am thrilled to extend a warm and 
heartfelt welcome to each and every 
one of you as the newly appointed 
Headteacher of Highshore from 
September. It is an immense honour 
to join this incredible community and 
to have the opportunity to lead such a 
remarkable institution dedicated to the 
growth and well-being of our 
extraordinary students. 

First and foremost, I want to express my utmost admiration 
and appreciation for the exceptional work led by Eileen 
and carried out by the dedicated staff, supportive parents, 
and enthusiastic students who make this school a beacon 
of inclusivity and learning. Your unwavering commitment to 
fostering a nurturing environment where every child can 
flourish is truly inspiring. 

This is my second headship;  I have over fifteen years of 
experience as a senior leader in special and mainstream 
schools around London. I have a passion for learning new 
things, growing and improving.   

I am eagerly looking forward to meeting each and every 
one of you, learning your stories and being a part of the 
incredible achievements that lie ahead. 

 - Evelina - 
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Sports Day 2023 


